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By SARAH JONES

As United States businesses seek growth in the face of declining sales, the solution is not overseas, but with a new
client base at home.

According to a new report from Unity Marketing, "Brand Stories That Sell to HENRYs," the mass affluent may not be
as wealthy as their ultra-affluent counterparts, but the size of their population makes up for the difference in
household income. HENRYs (High Earners Not Rich Yet), defined as those with household incomes between
$100,000 and $249,900, account for 40 percent of total U.S. spending, making them a key audience for retailers.

"Luxury brands are facing a changing market and slow growth so finding new customers and new segments is
critical," said Pam Danziger, president of Unity Marketing, Stephens, PA.

"HENRYs are largely untapped, being viewed by many brands as aspirationals' but not there yet," she said. "But
HENRYs have high income, only one step down from the ultra-affluents that luxury brands traditionally target, and
disposable income to spend. They are the gatekeepers for the future of luxury brands.

"HENRYs are looking for luxury, but in a distinctly new style, different from their parents' and grandparents', and
finding satisfaction with new brands, offering new luxury that connect with the HENRYs' mindset and values."

Up and coming
Retail results for 2015 were the lowest they have been since 2009, dropping 0.2 percent.

Retailers' share values are plummeting, with stocks reaching historic lows as earnings falter.

Nordstrom stock stood at more than $82 a share on March 20, 2015, but on May 20, 2016, opened at $37.25, its  lowest
in almost six years, and its competitors have had even rougher fortunes. Retailers are trying a variety of strategies to
get out of the rut, but broader economic turmoil has walloped the industry, and no clear solutions are visible (see
story).
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Nordstrom Anniversary Sale

One solution, Unity Marketing says, is  the HENRYs, who are heavy lifters in the U.S. economy.

HENRYs make up 18 percent of the 125 million U.S. households, but they control about 40 percent of total U.S.
spending.

In comparison, the ultra-affluent, with household incomes of $250,000 and more, represent only 2 percent of
households and make up 10 percent of total U.S. spending.

This difference in population is great, with ultra-affluents only 3.8 million households to the 27 million HENRYs.

Another factor pointing toward HENRYs as opposed to ultra-affluents is buying behavior.

Whereas HENRYs might trade down more and like to save money, ultra-affluents have the disposable income to
spend, but they are more concerned with conspicuous consumption.

Mentally, someone with $250,000 today feels more middle class than affluent, and luxury marketers have to adjust
their messaging appropriately.

HENRYs specifically are typically young and highly educated, employed as engineers, managers, entrepreneurs or
designers. One thing that connects them is that they are all on a path toward greater affluence.

With this younger generation, the ideas of old luxury typically do not appeal. For these consumers, a new form of
luxury holds more interest, the kind offered by brands such as Detroit-based watchmaker Shinola.

Consumers on average reach their peak affluence between 35 and 54, but those who are 35-44 are worth more to
retailers than those in the next decade. HENRYS who are 24-44 spend more than those in the 45-70 bracket.
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Millennial shoppers

Another reason to court younger clientele is that these are the consumers poised for affluence later on.

Within the affluent population, the ratio of those aged 35-44 to those aged 45-54 will hit a high point between 2025 and
2030.

According to a previous Unity Marketing report, as baby boomers age and millennials mature into established
consumers, luxury brands will have to retool many of their marketing strategies to account for the generational shift
(see story).

Some brands that are particularly effective at reaching HENRYs, according to Ms. Danziger, include Warby Parker,
Apple, Everlane and Tag Heuer.

New normal
Consumer behavior and values shifted drastically with the 2008 recession, creating cause for concern for those who
rely on consumer spending.

An executive from MasterCard Advisors explained that much like the "Depression babies" of decades ago, today's
consumers are more conscientious about what they buy. This requires a changed strategy to acquire new clients and
convince them to shop (see story).

"What's interesting about the shopping behavior of luxury consumers today is that more of the wealthier ultra-
affluents are shopping like HENRYs than the reverse," Ms. Danziger said.

"HENRYs have learned that shopping smart and wisely can mean they can live a lifestyle several rungs up the
income ladder," she said. "And ultra-affluents are finding that they can hold tighter to their stash of cash if they do the
same.

"Further, most people who reach ultra-affluent levels of income start out their road to affluence as HENRYs. And it is
likely that brand preferences and shopping behaviors forged while they are living as HENRYs will be brought along
with them into their ultra-affluent lifestyles."
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